CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. Install paint, paper, and fabric as specified.
2. Paint all areas of wall surfaces.
3. Install all new wall and floor finishes as specified.
4. Install all new wall and floor finishes as specified.
5. Install all new wall and floor finishes as specified.
6. Install all new wall and floor finishes as specified.
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ELECTRICAL DEMOLITION NOTES:
(1) REMOVE EXISTING RECTANGULAR SURFACE MOUNTED CEILING LUMINAIRES.
   (1.1) VERIFY WIRING ARE SUITABLE FOR REUSE
   (1.2) VERIFY JUNCTION BOXES ARE GROUNDED & SECURED
   (1.3) REMOVE SURFACE MOUNTED CEILING LUMINAIRES TO ALLOW APPLICATION OF NEW FINISH ON CEILING
(2) REMOVE/SALVAGE SURFACE MOUNTED OCTAGONAL LUMINAIRES TO ALLOW APPLICATION OF NEW FINISH ON CEILING
(3) BEFORE THE GC WASH CLEAN THE WALLS:
   (3.1) EC WRAP COVER & SEAL FIRE ALARM STROBE LIGHT TO AVOID ANY FLOW OF WATER ENTERING INTO THE DEVICE & THE JUNCTION BOX
   (3.2) EC TO SEAL ELECTRICAL OUTLET TO AVOID ANY FLOW OF WATER ENTERING INTO THE DEVICE & THE JUNCTION BOX

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
(1) INSTALL NEW RECTANGULAR SURFACE MOUNTED CEILING LUMINAIRES: "KURTZON D-PROFILE WRAP" www.kurtzon.com VL-D-3-40-3/LDR-940-UNV-FC-CRM-SW
   (1.1) REUSE EXISTING WIRING WHEN EC DETERMINE SUITABLE FOR A SAFE & OPERATIONAL USE
   (1.2) GUARANTEE THAT ALL JUNCTION BOXES ARE GROUNDED & SECURED
   (1.3) FASTEN LUMINAIRES TO EXISTING SUBSTRATES WHEN SUITABLE TO PROVIDE PERMANENT SUPPORT LOAD CAPACITY
(2) REINSTALL SALVAGE SURFACE MOUNTED OCTAGONAL LUMINAIRES AFTER APPLICATION OF NEW FINISH ON CEILING
(3) AFTER GC WASH CLEANED THE WALLS & ARE FREE OF DETTERGENT AND ANY OTHER SUBSTANCES:
   (3.1) EC TO CLEAN FIRE ALARM STROBE LIGHT AFTER REMOVING WRAP COVER SEALING PRODUCT
   (3.2) EC TO REPLACE ELECTRICAL OUTLET COVER PLATE WITH NEW S.S. TYPE